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EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMS

Notation

Course expected learning outcomes

After successfully completing this course, students are able 

to

Expected learning outcomes of program

Knowledge

CELO1

Describe the system of scientific knowledge on Marxism-Leninism

political economy

ELO1: Apply the knowledge of natural science, politics, social

science and humanities, law, economics, and awareness of

contemporary issues in the field of environmental sciences.

CELO2

Present knowledge of Marxism-Leninism political economy ELO1: Apply the knowledge of natural science, politics, social

science and humanities, law, economics, and awareness of

contemporary issues in the field of environmental sciences.

CELO3

Apply scientific knowledge of the course to real life. ELO1: Apply the knowledge of natural science, politics, social

science and humanities, law, economics, and awareness of

contemporary issues in the field of environmental sciences.

Skills

CELO4
Point out the theoretical basis of the Party's lines and policies in

different development stages of the country
ELO6: Apply systematic, critical, and creative thinking in solving

problems in the environmental and related fields.

CELO5
Predict a number of economic and social problems arising in

different development stages of the country.
ELO6: Apply systematic, critical, and creative thinking in solving

problems in the environmental and related fields.

CELO6

Combine political economic principles in explaining economic

interest relationships in the country's socio-economic development
ELO6: Apply systematic, critical, and creative thinking in solving

problems in the environmental and related fields.

Attitude

CELO7
Self-study, accumulate knowledge and experience to supplement

and develop the theory of political economy

ELO11: Define a clear career orientation; possess a passion for

one’s career and a sense of lifelong learning.

CELO8

Form an appropriate attitude, Marxist-Leninist ideology and social

responsibility in work and life positions

ELO12: Demonstrate ethical standards of the profession, carrying

out the responsibility of environmental protection and serving the

sustainable development of Vietnam and the world.

Chapter 1: Objects, research methods and

functions of Marxism-Leninism political

economy

Chapter 2: Commodities, markets and the

role of actors;

Chapter 3: Surplus value

Chapter 4: Competition and Monopoly

Chapter 5: Socialist-oriented market

economy and economic interest relations in

Vietnam

Chapter 6: Vietnam's industrialization,

modernization and international economic

integration

COURSE DESCRIPSTION

STUDENT TASKS

- Attendance: All students must attend at

least 75% of the class time

- Prepare for the lecture: read textbooks and

reference materials before going to class.

- Participate in midterm and final

assessment exams.

LEARNING METHODS

- Listen to lectures.

- Research documents.

- Answer questions, exchange, discuss in

class

ASSESSMENT METHODS

•Grading: 10

• Average score of course is the total points

of rubrics multiplied by the respective

weight of each rubric.

•Formative assessment: Participation

(10%); Midterm exam (30%)

• Summative assessment: Final exam -

essay (60%)
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